Q. How do I determine what tribe I originate from and my Seed Name?
Response: Activating your SeedName—the Light of Yæhh in you
Thank you for your inquiries and responses to materials of the Midrash regarding your
Name. Your questions and comments are appreciated. Pursing your Name is identifying
the reality of the Spirit/Breath within you. A Name is the Source of having a body and
making an appearance in the world. I will attempt to provide an overview in response;
however, materials on bethashem.org will assist to expound upon these brief comments.
If anything in this email is not clear, or if you have questions, don't hesitate to ask.
You have asked the most important question pertaining to your Life. Within the core of
your Seed is your Name which contains your Numbers, Thoughts of Light as messages
appointed for you to bear, your place in the universe, and your progressions within your
states of residences. The consciousness of these attributes of Life rises within your spirit,
mind, and soul as the Numbers and Letters of your Name are awakened inwardly. Until
that time you are under Guardians of Light, and you move by the Lights that surround
you. Angels attend to your side to watch over your precious Seed unto its opening. Your
trials and tribulations as well as your ambitions are tracked by those who watch over you.
You are set in the world according to the lineages of your Name, unto a destiny amongst
other key associates with whom you come in contact in the season of your planting to
multiply and be fruitful. As you are of Light, you are part of the universal fabrique,
threads to compose the Tapestry of Light.
The messengers for your Name are largely from your Houses of ALhhim into whose
pools your SeedName is cast. From the womb you are appointed into two Houses of ALhhim from which you are born. We refer to these bodies of Light as the force of momentum in the Seed (paternal channel) and the force of extension in the waters of the womb
(maternal avenue). As Circles/Rings of your Light, the ALhhim surround you. The messengers are messages which supply your SeedName with nursemaids, midwifes, messengers, as brothers and sisters, who watch after you throughout your journey. These
messengers are portrayed in the records of the offspring of YishARAL who enter into
definitions/Metsryim/Egypt. Personified as midwifes, family members, as
Miryam/Miriam/sister and Aharúwan/Aaron brother of enlightenment, they assist the
sheep to be nurtured and directed. Your messengers appear in a natural state as well as in
your subconscious realms as Midyan/Midian, with whom you are united as you pursue
your origins. In seeking the Light within you, you are connected to sources of information that pertain to your Name and destiny. Your messengers include your extended family/relatives/companions and your children—the fruit of your Seed in natural and spiritual
dimensions for they are of the Spirit of your Name also. The species of the air, waters,

and land are generations of ALhhim which contain Faces, whereby they bear messages of
Yæhh, commonly referred to as angels, those seen and those unseen, of whom you have
conscious connections. Be mindful that you are entertaining angels who come to your
house/body/mind to minister to your Spirit. The messages that your Messengers bear assist you to find comfort, to know how to encounter oppositions, to develop states of transformation, to guide you unto wholeness/healings/salvation, to put forth your Hebraic ID
Name above your former identities, whereby you are lead unto the State to which your
Name is destined in Yæhh. By the Words of ALhhim you know to affirm their communications and prompts, whereby messages that confuse or divert your progressions are overcome.
Through your Name you have Being. Your Numbers and Thoughts are sown as a Seed for
a season to be harvested. Through your Name rising from the soil of your body, your true
self becomes manifest as a unique Offspring of the ALhhim/Elohim. From this emergence you consciously serve within the lineages and places of your Name. As the consciousness of your Name rises you are no longer enslaved nor confined to the habitations
of the lands/forms to which you have been sent. As the parable of YishARAL/Israel, you
rise from within the forms as the families of Yaoquv/Jacob rise through the land of Metsryim/Egypt.
Your Life is the Light of Yæhh/Yah/Jah. Your Name is an eternal designated Gift of
Light. Therefore, when your Name appears it comes as a star from the East—its point of
origin. Your Name is seen as an assembly of Ancient Hebrew Letters of Light. In that
your Father, Avrehhem/Abraham is a Hebrew/OOvri, the Children are known by their
Hebrew Name. Thus a Shem/Sham is called a Hebrew Name (Sepher Maoshah BeRashshith/Scroll of the Acts of Foremost Mind/Genesis 10:21; 14:13). The transliteration
of your Name in a modern language is rendered by the Numbers in the Hebrew Tongue.
The processing of reading a Name within its embodiment is reading the white Paleo Hebrew Letters that appear from within you. Names appear as White Letters, as they are
written before my eyes. If you ask me to discern your Name it is not the same of giving
someone a Name, for the Name is already given by Yæhh and is therefore always present
in you from the Day you appear from the Altars of Yæhh above in the Mountain of
Yerushelyim/Jerusalem. You are Named prior to your conception in the womb.
YirmeYahu/Jeremiah 1:5. “Before I form you in the womb, I know you, before you are
born, I set you apart; as a discloser/prophet for the nations/processes of soul you are appointed.” As you come forth from the nations, you are thereby called and known by the
Name of your Origins in Yæhh. Yeshoyahu/Isaiah 62:2; 43:1; 65:15; SYM/Shemot/Exodus 31:2; Yahuchannan/John 10:3, 11 ShmúwAL/Sam 12:25; CHP/Bemidbar/Numbers
13:16.

When you are circumcised on the eighth day, you come forth from the fleshly veils which
cover your Seed Head. Circumcision is not of gender. You are unveiled from your body
of ashes as when you are called from the Heart Altar of Yæhh. As a vapor from the offerings on the Seven Hills, you are distinguished amongst the meek ones/sheep. Thus, your
Name is written in the Book of Lambs, for such is your origin of Name. The britmilah/covenant/bond of your Spirit is as on the Day your are Named above. Your Naming
is the circumcision of the Heart of Yæhh from which you are begotten (Yúwsphah/Luke
1:59; Rom 2:25-29). On the 8th Day of your ascension, your Name is called-out, activated to appear above the flesh to bear the fruit of your Spirit. If you desire to include me
in this honourable quest, my process is to meditate prayerfully regarding your Name. Verifications follow prior to disclosing the reading of your Letters. As a patriarch in the
House of Aaron appointed to serve amongst humankind, your Name is to be spoken on
earth to affirm the utterance of your Name in the heavens. Should you follow through on
this quest, please complete the attached form to record information. Include other comments as you are inclined.
As to the origins or lineages of the Families of Name to which your Name belongs, the
corresponding stone(s) light-up on the breastplate of Aharúwan/Aaron to indicate the
Rings of ALhhim of the origins of your Spirit (NechemYah/Neh 7:64-65); CHP/Numbers
27:21). The Names of the tribes/branches on the Tree of Life often appear in White Paleo
Letters to affirm your lineage with the appearance of your Name.
Though Names are shared and people have the same Name, every Name is a unique gift
of Yæhh born in its season from the Days upon the Mountain of Yæhh. Your Name is
characterized by the Rings/Circles of ALhhim/Elohim which bear your Seed, whereby
your Name has distinct thoughts, unique Faces/expressions pertaining to the offerings of
days, and the hours within the days—those of Understanding or those of Wisdom,
through which a Name is brought forth from Yæhh as offspring of shemim/the heavens.
Being born you are set to appear from Yæhh—the Emanations of Light. You have always
been with the Father as a Seed of Light, even as every apple tree has been within the Origins of Light of its kind. As such, your Name is Eternal in which there are no beginnings
nor ends, ever rotating in its orbit as a body of Light.
I hope this answer assist your understanding, and pray that the materials you are studying
are a strength and consolation to the heart, soul and mind of your divine Spirit/Breath.
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